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Introduction: On the methodology of Tafsir1 
 
In Tafsir, there are two main approaches that have been going on since 
the beginning of this science: 

1- The partial view: in which the scholar will seek all the possible 
information out of a single verse without linking it to other. 
This approach was and still very common and we have several 
trials to early scholars on writing a whole book on one verse in 
the Quran. 
The critique to this approach, is that it ignores the rest of the vast 
information that we can obtain by linking the verse to other 
similar in Quran. Also, this sometimes can lead to serious errors 
that lead to big intellectual battles among scholars. 

 
2- Collective (Integrative) approach: in which the scholar will 

bring all the verses that involve the same topic or word 
together to have a clear picture about the meaning of this event 
or word. 
This approach has been popular as well and becoming more 
popular in recent times. It makes use of the context of the 
whole Quran to get the best possible meaning. 
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Though this approach is very good but still there is some 
critique against it that it sometimes misses the interpretation 
that have been agreed upon by previous scholars. 

 
In all the above approaches, there are some methodological 
steps that everybody agrees upon, except very abnormal 
opinions that are generally disregarded. These steps are: 

1- The Quran should be interpreted within the Arabic language 
context during which Quran was revealed. Otherwise a lot of 
(strange) funny interpretation can/will occur. 

2- The Mufassir should consult the authentic Sunnah during his 
interpretation process not to miss important facts during the 
time of revelation. 

3- The reasons of revelation should be taken into account but 
with very cautious study to make sure that this reason is really 
attached to this verse. 

4- Knowing whether the Surah is revealed in Makkah or Madina 
is important as well to get the proper historical context. 

 
There are some other issues on which scholars do not have an 
agreement and we will not discuss them here. 

 
Qadar- its lexical meanings 
 
To embark into the topic of this paper, we begin by looking at the 
word ‘Qadar’ from the viewpoint of the Arabic language. The word 
“Qadar” and its derivatives do have a vast range of meanings. In the 
following we are going to list all the meanings that exist in the well-
known Arabic dictionary “Lesan Al-Arab” the Tongue of the Arab, as 
it is considered one of the most authoritative dictionaries in the Arabic 
language. 
 
The meanings of the word and its derivatives without details are as 
follows: 

1- Power 
2- Well judged decision 
3- Something that getting along with it another thing 
4- Judgment 
5- Status 
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6- Setting laws and rules 
7- Destiny 
8- Distribute among others 
9- Measure precisely 
10-Thought carefully about something and intend to do it 
11-Tightening up something 
12-Value 
13-Calculate precisely 
14-Place where people cook 

 
The interpretation of Qadar in Tafaseer and Translations 
 
There are 132 verses [6] in the Quran kareem where the word 
‘Qadara’ or its various forms appear. Due to limitations of space, we 
have selected only seven ayaat in this paper. 
 
We begin with taking a look at the end of verse 3, Surah Al-Furqan. 
The meanings rendered in English are quoted from three sources in 
the English language as well as from two sources in the Urdu 
literature. From the Arabic literature we have quoted only Tafseer Al-
Tabari [7]. 
 
Al-Furqan (25), verse 3 
 
A selection from the various Tafaaseer from the classical to those of 
this era follows. We first look at the interpretation of this ayah as 
discussed in Tafsir Tabari  [7]. 
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The interpretation for the word Qadar here is that Allah prepared 
everything for whatever it is created for with preciseness (no mistakes 
or approximation). 
 
Mawdudi [5] while commenting on this part of the Ayah, writes: 
“Another translation can be ‘He created everything in special 
measure’. He [5] further elaborates that Allaah swt not only has 
created everything in this world but has also given them their form, 
size, capabilities, qualities, their role as well as the method of role 
playing, their lifetime, their limits of growth and boundaries of 
development, and all other details related to each and every one of His 
creations. He has created the means and opportunities for them 
through  which they play their respective role in this universe. 
 
Islahi [4] comments on this portion of the verse as follows: ‘This part 
of the verse is a proof of the unity of Allah swt. He is the Creator of 
everything and has provided a measure(approximation)  for 
everything. Nothing can go beyond the specified measure 
(approximation) by even the tiniest amount. He created human beings 
and established the limits of life and death, nobody can escape these 
limits. Clouds and air also are bounded by the limits created by Him. 
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The sun and the moon - which have been taken as gods by the 
ignorant – are bound together in specified orbits and revolutions and 
through their existence proclaim that they have been created by an All 
powerful and All knowing Allah and are bound by the limits 
prescribed by Him. This fact has also been pointed out in other places. 
Surah Yasin, Verse 38. ‘And the Sun moves along a determined path, 
this is according to the plan of Allah the All powerful and the All 
knowing.’ More general statements have been used in Surah Al-Hijr, 
verse 21: ‘And We have complete sources of everything, but We bring 
down from them according to specified measures (approximations)’.’ 
 
In the present authors’ understanding of this verse and hence these 
two words ‘fa-qaddara-hu-taqdeera’ mean that Allah swt has created 
everything and also created the rules/laws that govern their behaviour. 
These laws are precise according to the quality of Allah swt ‘al-lateef’ 
, ‘al-aleem’, ‘al-khabeer’, ‘al-sameea’, ‘al-basser’ . While translating 
or getting to the meaning of such words in the Quran kareem, 
attention must be paid to the inherent qualities of Allah swt , as these 
words-‘faqaddara-hu- taqdeera’ are a direct result of his qualities. 
The translations which use the words approximations, proportions, 
measure etc. do not convey the proper meaning.  
 
Hilali and Khan [1] render the translation as “…… He has created 
everything, and has measured it exactly according to its due 
measurements.” 
 
In the translation of Ali [2], it appears as “.…… It is He Who created 
all things, and ordered them in due proportions.” 
 
From the translation by Mohammad Asad [3], “….for it is He who 
creates everything and determines its nature in accordance with [His 
own] design.” 
 
Islahi [4], (translated from the Urdu original) writes it as “…… And 
He has created everything and given them a specific measure”. 
 
Mawdudi [5], (translated from the Urdu original) renders it as 
“….Who has created everything and then decided its’taqdeer”. 
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Perhaps a better translation would read ‘… Who created everything 
and determined the rules and laws which govern their nature.’ Wa 
Allah-o-Aalamo. 
 
Fussilat (41), verse 10: 
 
From the Tafsir of Tabari [7] we quote the following: 
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What caught the interest in the above Tafsir is that, it did not address 
the meaning of “Qadar” but addressed the implication and the implied 
meaning was “distribute” or “Calculate”. 
 
In his tafsir on a part of this verse, Mawdudi [5] writes as note no. 12: 
‘There are several statements from Mufasserin on this portion of the 
verse. In my opinion, the correct meaning of this verse is that Allah 
swt has created, based on accurate measures, all that is required, for 
sustenance for all creatures that will inhabit earth, from day one until 
Judgement day, according to their needs and requirements in this 
world. 
 
Islahi [4] comments on this part of the verse as: ‘Allah swt has created 
measured sustenance, for all His creations who have been created or 
will be created. These will continue to be discovered through human 
effort until Judgement day. All creatures that will be created on this 
earth have their portion of sustenance apportioned for them and Allah 
has also taught through ‘ilham’ human beings the techniques to obtain 
it.’ 
  
The modern tafaseer [4] and [5] provide a better explanation though 
the message that Allah swt creates according to laws and rules is not 
forcefully carried through.  
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Asad [3] : ‘…. Blessings on it, and equitably apportioned its means of 
subsistence to all who would seek it…..’ 
 
Ali [2]: ‘……And bestowed blessings on the earth, and measured 
therein its sustenance…’ 
 
Hilali and Khan [1]:’ ……and He blessed it and measured therein its 
sustenance (for its dwellers)…..’ 
 
Mawdudi [5]: ‘…and according to everyone’s needs and wants 
provided sustenance in proper measure……’. 
 
Islahi [4], ‘…and  uniformly provided built-in  sustenance for all the 
needy ….. 
 
 
Al Aala (87), verse 3: 
 
Tabari [7] writes: 
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Again here the word Qadar, does not have any clear interpretation, the 
whole discussion is on the word Hada. 
 
Mawdudi [5] explains the word ‘Qaddara’ as follows: ‘That is before 
creating anything He has decided what it is supposed to do in this 
world? how much of that is required in this world? what should be its 
shape, qualities, location? What opportunities and means should be 
provided for its existence, duration of life and its work? When should 
it come into existence, play its role and fulfill its responsibility, and 
how and when should it cease to exist? This entire scheme as a whole 
is called ‘Taqdeer’. This ‘Taqdeer’ has been created for each and 
every one of things in this universe, and also for the universe as a 
whole. It means that creation is not a random or by chance 
phenomenon, but according to a planned scheme by the Creator, and 
everything in this world is happening according to that scheme. 
 
The gist of Islahi’s [4] comments on the two words ‘Qaddara fa-Hada’ 
is as follows: ‘Allah swt has bestowed certain qualities and 
capabilities on human beings and has created sustenance for all his 
needs as well as guided him through His messengers giving  him the 
sense of right and wrong  to live in this world so that he benefits from 
this world and stays away from the path of destruction.’ 
  
Mawdudi [5]: ‘…Who created Taqdeer and provided guidance.’ 
 
Islahi [4]:, ‘….Who created  Taqdeer and provided guidance.’ 
 
Asad [3]: ‘….and Who determines the nature (of all that exists) and 
thereupon guides it…..’ 
 
Hilali and Khan [1]: ‘And Who has measured (preordainments for 
everything even to be blessed or wretched); and then guided (i.e. 
showed mankind the right as well as the wrong paths, and guided the 
animals to pasture). 
 
Ali [2]: ‘Who hath measured and granted guidance’. 
 
The explanation given by Hilali and Khan [1] above, is the root cause 
of the misunderstanding of ‘taqdeer’. The explanation is questionable. 
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It is in immediate conflict with the next word ‘fa-hada’. If everything 
in this world is predetermined as claimed by the learned authors, there 
is no need for further guidance, no meaning of right and wrong, no 
meaning of justice, and is in direct conflict with the quality of Allah 
swt as ‘al-adl’. 
The rest of the contemporary authors provide a better translation 
although some avoid translating the word ‘qaddara’ and some render it 
as ‘taqdeer’. Perhaps a better translation would be, ‘Who determines 
and creates all the laws of nature, and provides guidance’. Allah-o-
Aalam. 
 
Yaasin (36), verse 39: 
 
Tabari [7] writes: 
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2* 4+�	 �% +Kh�� ��QR+S :2* 4��%# ��QR :2* 4�KE ��QR : �%
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2* 4.a% QR+S :2* 4+"p" QR : kL[* �E 4+��	 QR } �X�"�+�3�
 �g���&.��)�/ �LE D�[S {2* : f
 -�O+*
$����Q�
 F��% H�>U 4$����Q�
 F�E �9� g/ D�[S �3Q" ��M� 42^Q�.   

 
Here, Al-Tabari’s [7] interpretation of Qadar is more towards the 
meaning that we are promoting in this paper which is setting the laws 
and rules. In fact, the next verse, removes any doubts of any other 
possible interpretation. 
 
Mawdudi [5]: ‘And the moon, for it We have determined its stations ……’ 
 
Islahi [4]: ‘..And for the moon We have determined stations for it….’ 
  Asad [3]: ‘and in the moon, for which We have determined phases 
……..’ 
 
Hilali and Khan [1]: ‘And the moon, We have measured for it 
mansions (to traverse)…’ 
 
Ali [2]: ‘And the moon,- We have determined for her stations (to 
traverse) till….’ 
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The word ‘qaddarnaho’ used here refers to the laws of Allah swt 
through which the moon rotates around the earth and the sun. The 
moon (and all other planets, the entire universe) obeys the laws 
created by Allah swt.  
Again perhaps a better meaning can be conveyed to the reader if the 
translation would read, ‘And the moon, for it We have determined the 
laws which decide its phases’ Allah-o-Aalamo. 
 
Yunus (10), verse 5: 
The following is taken from Tafisr Al-Tabari [7]. 
 

 } *0�-�v �O�-�k ��/ �]��)�P,�v�% ���C�)�v �c�Y�N ,��*'�-���S�� �
�y��C�/ *���(Y���% <���*� ���'��,�v�% �K|�=�9 �m�'(f�v �L���X �����v ��*M
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� ���Q���
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 L+E ¢Q�
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�K��[� 2^Q� N�0 �O+*� :
2�3" 4s�S� �Q� �>3[�" � �Y3V
� 4�Q� �@+" � 2�@L :� ��"# L+E� �Q��
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 �]"�
 {2�3" : jMb
 �>" $�L6
� } �g��K��&��" !&��3�� { X;�E+" � $hm� 4f
 $�V
+S� $3�3S 4;�.%+( 
0� 

gR�6
 �� k�
e�
� L
+V6
 ��@ �� X�	� H��E f
 D�m +Kv H���. 

 
Also, here the interpretation of Qadar was to decide but the 
implication of the interpretation was that Allah set the rules for that. 
 
Mawdudi [5]: ‘He it is ……. And precisely determined the decreasing 
and increasing ....’  
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Islahi [4]: ‘….and determined for it stages so that you may 
count…….’ 
 
Asad [3]  ‘He it is who has made the sun a (source of) light and …. , 
and has determined for it phases ………’ 
 
Hilali and Khan [1]: ‘It is He Who made the sun a shining thing and 
the moon as a light and measured out for it stages.....’ 
 
Ali [2]: ‘It is He who made the sun to be a shining glory and the moon 
to be a light (of beauty), and measured out stages for it,……..’ 
 
Again the word ‘qaddarahu’ refers to the precise laws created by 
Allah swt which control the nature of the sun, moon etc. 
 
 
‘Abasa (80), verse 19: 
 
Tabari [7] explains this ayah as follows: 
 

 } *0���-�k qK;�̀  ���H �2�/ { * } *���(Y���8 *0���-�k qA��,D�� 2�/ { * } *���()� �L=��()�v (U�� { * } *�����,��h�8 *0�	��/�H (U�� { * } (U��
 *����f��H �K|�̀  ����V { * } *����/�H |�/ ��,�� �('�� �W��{ 

-./0 1�( 2�3" :
 �g�V�
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.*�
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 ��>��
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 �;# \�[@
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 �E 4H�%# �E 4|# BR } �-�.���" ����>���
 �X�R
 {B�"N��%  :H� -.��" H�# �t% �� H��.@. 

2* 4+�£ �%
 BR+S : ¬m |# �E 4��E�� �E 4g��	 �E 4g
.�� QR } �-�.���" ����>���
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2* 4.a% QR+S :2* 4+"p" QR : kL[* �E 4+��	 QR } �-�.���" ����>���
 �X�R {2* :H�# �t% �� H�.@#. 
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r
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H��*� : } �-�.�>)*Z� �H�(�# �X�R {2�3" : H(�Z� 4HS��� ���>�* ªN�0 +�%.   
 
In this set of verses, Tabari [7] interpreted Qadar as ‘planned it’. 
 
In his tafsir of this verse, Mawdudi [5] writes: ‘That is his ‘Taqdeer’ 
was decided while he was developing in his mother’s womb. [His 
physical and mental qualities, his place of abode, his lineage, events in 
his life, his surroundings, his character and behaviour, inputs to 
influence and mould his personality, his lifespan, all have been 
decided]. He cannot deviate at all from his ‘taqdeer’…….’ (statement 
in [ ] due to Sadruddin Islahi)  
Here the explanation provided by S.Islahi is partly confusing to the 
reader. It implies absence of free will and leads to fatalism. 
 
The gist of Islahi’s [4] comments on ‘fa-Qaddarah’ are as follows: 
‘This points to the various stages of the life of a human being, from 
the womb to childhood to adult and finally death. These stages are 
proof of the wisdom and power of Allah swt and show the detailed 
planning and execution which is required in creating human beings.’ 
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Some of the fundamental qualities of a human being perhaps lie in his 
genes; his height, mental capacity, size and shape, hair, color, eyes, etc. 
However his muscles may be developed or wither away by his actions 
and free will, of course the muscles develop or disappear according to the 
rules created by Allaah swt. A human being then is part pre-determined 
and partly determined by his own decisions and actions as well as the 
environment, although the effect of his actions and that of his 
environment on himself is according to the laws of Allah swt.  
Allah swt creates all the laws and rules which govern us. We cannot 
escape this- even with our free will, with whatever choice of action, 
we are always bound by His laws – His ‘taqdeer’ created for us. Our 
free will does not contradict His ‘taqdeer’ which He has created for 
us. The free will given to human beings is part of our taqdeer, hence 
we are responsible and accountable.  
 
Mawdudi [5]: ‘Out of a drop of Nutfah Allaah created him, then 
determined its Taqdeer’ 
 
Islahi [4]: ‘Created him out of a drop of water, then determined an 
approximation for him’. 
 
Here in [4] the usage of ‘approximation’, ‘andazah’ in Urdu, seems 
inappropriate. Whatever Allah swt does is precise, exact and 
according to His qualities and rules and laws. He creates the laws. 
 
Asad [3]: ‘Out of a drop of sperm He creates him, and thereupon 
determines his nature’ 
 
Hilali and Khan [1]: ‘From Nutfah (male and female semen drops) He 
created him and then set him in due proportion. 
 
Ali [2]: ‘From a sperm drop. He created him, and then mouldeth him 
in due Proportions.’ 
 
Al-Ahzab (33), verse 38: 
 
From the tafseer of Tabari [7] we have: 
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In this verse, Tabari [7] gets more into the meaning of Qadar as in the 
later classical books of Aqeedah. He explained it by two opinions, 
inconsistent in our opinion, one is that its knowledge of Allah that was 
written before creation and then became what is known as Qadar. The 
second opinion, is that it was decided by Allah and then written. In 
our opinion the two opinion are not the same at all. Anyway, the 
meaning of Qadar here was used to be judgement. 
 
The commentary on ‘Qadara-m-Maqdoora’ by Mawdudi [5] is as 
follows: ‘ For Allah’s messengers, this has always been the rule that 
they must obey completely any command from Allaah, there is no 
escape for them.’  
 
Islahi [4] in his commentary writes: ‘Allah swt had determined a time 
when His decree will be implemented, when that time came His 
decree was implemented. This shows that nothing in life happens by 
chance but happens according to Allah’s program. Hence one should 
not get worried over or ignore an event by looking at it as a chance 
happening, but should see and face it as it is from Allah.’ 
 
Mawdudi [5]: ‘……and Allah’s decree is a definite determined decision.’ 
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Islahi [4]: ‘….this is the sunnah of Allah ….and the time for Allah’s 
decision was fixed.’ 
 
Asad [3] ‘(Hence) no blame whatever attaches to the Prophet 
…………. and (remember that) God’s will is always destiny absolute’ 
 
Hilali and Khan [1]: ‘…..That has been Allah’s Way ……And the 
Command of Allah is a decree determined.’ 
 
Ali [2]: ‘…The practice (approved) of Allah amongst those of 
old……And the command of Allah is a decree determined.’ 
 
Due to all the above, it seems that the word Qadar, did not have much 
insight in classical Tafsirs and some times it was linked with the 
“Aqeeda” issue on “Qadar” like in the tafsir of Fakhr Al-Razi  but still 
deviate the reader from the true meaning of the word that can be seen 
now in the light of physical sciences. Modern Tafaseer like those from 
Mawdudi[5],  Islahi[4], especially Mawdudi [5] provide a much better 
interpretation. In our opinion some translators have at times not used 
the proper words to describe ‘Qadar’ and its derivatives. 
 
Evidence from the physical sciences: 
 
A study of the various physical sciences immediately leads to the 
conclusion that all physical processes from the tiniest subatomic scale 
to the largest inter-galactic scale are based on rules and laws. 
 All physical properties of; for example water, salt, sugar, oxygen, 
silver, gold etc. are based on exact and precise rules. Their interactions 
are also based on precise laws. 
As another simple example we can look at the motion of; a human 
being, water in the oceans, blood flow in our veins, lava flow on the 
volcano, an automobile, airplane, missile, water flow in the river, 
water flow in our homes, the motion of the earth, moon and other 
planets; to put it in one sentence any kind of motion, obeys what is 
commonly known as ‘Newton’s law of motion’ (even though Allah 
swt has created the law!). This law created by Allah swt is expressed 
in our understanding and human mathematical language, simply as F 
= m x a. It is indeed surprising to learn that these three alphabets one 
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equality symbol and a multiplication symbol hold the (solution) key to 
almost all and every conceivable motion in this world. 
 
Similar rules and laws exist for each and every creation of Allaah swt 
for any process, event, and phenomenon. This is perhaps the 
interpretation and meaning of ‘Taqdeer’ for all of Allah’s creations. 
He sets and creates precise laws and rules of His creation. 
 
The word Qaddara and its various forms have been used in the Quran 
kareem for all the creations of Allaah swt. These creations according 
to our limited knowledge fall only in two categories. One which have 
‘free will’ from Allaah swt, and the other which do not have any ‘free 
will’ from Allaah swt. 
Qadara as applied to the creations with ‘free will’ from Allaah swt, 
perhaps means creation with rules and freedom of thought and action. 
This freedom given by Allah swt is part of the rules. The 
interpretation of ‘Qadara’ and its derivatives for human beings should 
be understood by studying Surah Ash Shams (91) verses 7-10, Surah 
al-Balad (90) verses 8-10, Surah Al-A’la (87) verses 10, 11, 14, 15 
and other similar verses elsewhere in the Quran kareem. Allah-o-
Aalamo. 
 
Concluding Remarks 
 
Sometimes translators interpret the word ‘Qadara’ and its derivatives 
improperly, leading to a misinterpretation of the word, especially 
Hilali and Khan [1].  Mawdudi [5] perhaps offers the best 
interpretation of the word in his Tafseer.  
 
In the opinion of the present authors, the word perhaps should be 
interpreted and translated by considering the qualities of Allaah swt, 
the type of His creation, with or without ‘Ruh’; evidences from the 
physical sciences which prove that all creations of Allah swt who do 
not have His ‘Ruh’, always, without fail, obey certain rules and laws. 
In the case of human beings the words should be interpreted and 
translated by also considering other verses from the Quran Kareem as 
listed in the preceding paragraphs. It is Allah swt who makes all laws 
governing the entire universe and He can also change them anytime 
He wants. 
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